UNIT 6 VOCABULARY

6A Activity 1

active always doing things
amusement park a large park where people go on large rides
boring not interesting
frightening causing fear; making you feel afraid
fun enjoyable
relaxing causing you to feel calm and comfortable
stressful causing you to worry a lot
tiring causing you to feel you have no energy
trip when you travel somewhere
unusual different from what is usual or expected

6A Activity 2

catch up on to do something that needs to be done that you haven’t had time to do
historical site a place where something important or interesting happened in the past
relatives members of your family
sightseeing visiting interesting places while on vacation
souvenir something that you keep to remind yourself of an experience or a place you visited
theme park an amusement park based on one subject such as water or space travel
tour a trip to visit different places in an area
youth hostel a cheap hotel for young people

6B Activity 1

flight a trip in an airplane
jet-lag the feeling of being tired after traveling a long distance in a plane
palace a large house where a king or queen lives
parasailing a recreational activity where a person is pulled behind a boat while attached to a parachute
unfortunately a word to show you are saying something that you wish were not true

6B Activity 2

day-trip a trip that lasts from morning to night
overnight continuing all night
overseas to a foreign country that is across the ocean